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One of the funniest writers around launches his latest collection of syndicated-column comedy--the

book that answers the question: "Just how "does" Oprah have the power to turn a 1957 Hotpoint

toaster manual into a #1 bestseller?". --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.
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For starters, this could easily be the best Dave Barry's collection of columns ever. His account on

the Very First Thanksgiving, his solution to the Drug Problem (thru the use of modern packaging)

and his depiction of the fears that bees inflict upon him, are just some of the bits that really make

this one of his best books. Dave Barry is the master of humor synthesis. And in "...from Venus and

Mars" he demonstrates it again and again. He also goes back to the typical use of hyperboles (the

closing of an article re-taking a priorly referred subject) and also is great again on his "mind" and

"I.Q." level comparisons. His keen (real keen) sense of observation it's poured easily and with grace

on these pages. You cannot avoid laughter. But it's a laughter with a sense of "familiarity": I'm

laughing at this, yes. But, oh, my gosh, this is also SO TRUE!. If you don't know the works of Dave

Barry you are just missing the works of (as the New York Times once put it) "the funniest man

alive". Read this book. It's a great start for a great addiction. And, in the end, you'll be experiencing

the same consequence than me: mainly, the need to have, read. and re-read ALL of his books. By

the way, a piece of advice on the picture that appears on page 143. The person shown on the left IS

Stephen King, and it's not a fake picture. The caption in this picture is funny, as the rest of the



captions in the other black and white Dave's pictures that appear randomly thru the book. It's great

to see a younger Dave Barry (and to see even a photograph of his Catholic Confirmation certificate)

to feel closer to the life and circumstances of one of the finest humor brains ever: the brain of the

author of "...from venus AND Mars", Mr. Dave Barry. Believe me. It's impossible (absolutely

IMPOSSIBLE) not to laugh reading him! Get this book and ...enjoy!

Let me start by saying that I love Dave Barry's work -- I've been reading everything he's written

since the early-'80's, always with great anticipation. With that said, I regret to report that this book is

merely OKAY. Of course it was funny (how could Dave Barry not be?!), but I only found maybe two

or three rolling-on-the-ground-laughing parts. So, if you're a fan of his, or if you have an interest in

computers, you should definitely read it. Just don't expect as much side-splitting as other reviewers

have claimed. For laugh-out-loud-til-you-wet-yourself Dave Barry humor, I recommend any

collection of his weekly columns, and also *Dave Barry Slept Here*.

Although I love Dave Barry, and his writing always cracks me up, this is by far the least funny of his

books. A far better book to start with is Dave Barry's Greatest Hits, or Dave Barry's only travel guide

you'll ever need.

Dave Barry Is From Mars And Venus is probably his best work yet (even displacing the hilarious

Dave Barry Does Japan). All the essays touch some hidden button that makes the audience gasp

while holding its sides with laughter, "Yes! I know exactly what he's talking about!" Also notable are

the small handful of essays where he sheds the slapstick facade for a few seconds for a rare look at

the bitterness and anger he feels towards certain institutions of America. Definitely a must-buy for

any Dave Barry fan.

What other author could sum up Jerry Pournelle in one sentence, make jokes about the Radio

Shack TRS-80, tell an enticing tale about a cyber romance, and still manage to work the word

"booger" in at least once per chapter? Updike couldn't do it. Mailer certainly couldn't do it. Only

Dave Barry can do it.

This book is rip-roaring, side-splitting, and downright howlarious! Oh my god. I read it cover to cover

as though I were taking the bar exam except that every other minute I was literally rolling on the

carpet howling as though someone was performing the "Tunisian Tickle Torture" on me. And I'm not



even exaggerating.The first few chapters are incredibly funny, and as you get accustomed to his

kind of humor you start to want more and more of it and you eventually start laughing in preparation

for his jokes!Coming to the actual content of this book - it is an extremely comically cynical look at

computers and how they affect everyone everyday. The guffaws begin with his description of

evidence of computer usage in the stone ages, continue through to his tips on selecting a computer

to buy, persist with his description of software and its purpose and culminate with a tongue-in-cheek

description of the "information superhighway", internet and chat rooms. My personal favorite is his

definition of "electricity" - it should appear in all physics text books.Somewhere towards the end,

there is also a somewhat touching story about a couple that meet in a chat room. I wonder if it

landed up in this book as a mistaken cut-and-paste operation. Nice to read all the same.All in all, if

you are ever bored, forget TV and everything else - pick up this book and do yourself a favor. You

never thought you could laugh so much.

The first 3/4 of this book are reliable, hilarious Dave Barry. You really don't need to know much

more than that to know that you are in for a hilarious read.I found it really interesting, as a young

person, to read about the 'early internet'. As often happens with Barry's books, this was surprisingly

informative!Then something strange happens. He writes a semi-serious short story about a married

woman who has a cyber-affair. It felt sort of out of place.

Starts out like most of Dave's books, anecdotes about the problems of buying and using computers.

This goes on, pretty funny, for about 2/3 of the book, then he shifts gears and includes a long short

story about a family or maybe a woman, in a much more serious mode, and he lost me. I got 2/3 of

a good book.
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